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intertextuality to present (in Rosenthal's closing words) a "corrective vision" of "social harmony . . . [that] depends upon the equal
participation of all men and women."
Rosenthal's approach is firmly historicist in the best sense of the
term, insisting uponjudicious readings of all available texts pertaining to Franco's life and literary production. Her larger project, to
present the process of Franco's "self-fashioning" on multiple levels,
social, sexual, intellectual, and literary, is well served by her painstaking archival research and careful presentation of a wide variety
of materials. As Marilyn Migiel has recently noted, however, there
are perils as well as pleasures in this kind of "philogynist" approach
to women and gender structures of the past ("Gender Studies and
the Italian Renaissance, " in Toscano, ed., Intevpveting the Italian Renaissance: Litevavy Pevspectives. [Stony Brook, N Y : Forum Italicurn,
19911, 29-41). Migiel argues that Franco's poems are fundamentally ambiguous about such issues, central to Rosenthal's argument, as agency and voice. Rosenthal tends to be relatively inattentive to potential textual ambiguity, preferring instead to offer
Franco as a model of the powerful woman of the past, challenging
all (male) comers and providing a vision of sexual equality that
sounds suspiciously like the dreams of many twentieth-century
feminists. I have every sympathy with this approach, both in its
subtle executions, which normally characterize Rosenthal's work,
and even in its cruder formulations, such as that to which she gives
rein in the final sentences quoted earlier. But like Migiel I also
worry about its literary and historical (not to mention theoretical
and political) costs. Margaret Rosenthal has given us an important
foundation on which to build further investigations of gender in the
Italian Renaissance. Let us heed the challenges that it offers, both
to build on it and to rethink some of its premises.
Jennifer Fisk Rondeau
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

Marc Shell. Elizabeth's Glass, with " T h e Glass of the Sinful Soul"
(1544) by Elizabeth I and "Epistle Dedicatovy" and "Conclusion"
(1548) by John Bale. Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska
xvi + 368 pp. $36.50.
Press, 1993. 9 illus.

+

Renaissance scholars will be pleased to have ready access to
Elizabeth's T h e Glass of the Sinful Soul, her prose translation of
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Marguerite, Queen of Navarre's French poem Le Mivoiv de l'dme
pe'chevesse, in which a tormented sinner explores the nature of God's
love. In this mystical meditation, the female narrator draws on
scripture to posit her soul's fourfold relationship with God, as
daughter, sister, mother, and wife: God is a father in creating and
protecting her, a brother in having taken human form, a son conceived by her soul's faith, and a husband who cherishes his erring
wife.
Marc Shell here provides Elizabeth's translation in two versions.
Occupying fully one-third of Elizabeth's Glass is a photographic
reproduction of the 1544 manuscript (Bodleian MS Cherry 36)
written by the eleven-year-old Elizabeth, with a dedicatory letter
to her stepmother Queen Catherine Parr. This text, last published
in facsimile in 1897, will be highly useful to scholars interested in
Elizabeth's, and Renaissance women's, education, prose style, orthography, and even handwriting -and the young Elizabeth employed a clear italic hand. The reproduction is preceded by a fully
modernized transcription, by which I mean that, in addition to revising Elizabeth's punctuation and spelling, Shell has silently eliminated multiple negatives, altered verb tenses, replaced obsolete
terms, and omitted or added occasional words, making the translation flow more smoothly to a modern ear. Even in a modernization, these are not editorial choices I advocate; however, Shell has
been consistent in applying his principles, and, since he presents the
photographic reproduction as well, scholars conveniently can compare the manuscript text with the modernization (and with Renja
Salminen's 1979 old-spelling transcription). Shell also includes the
dedicatory epistle and conclusion that John Bale composed for the
I 548 publication of Elizabeth's translation; in them, the Protestant
Bale situates nobility in godliness as well as birth and places Elizabeth, the king's half-sister and a potential heir whose legitimacy
was in question, among the learned and noble women of English
history, several of whom ruled.
Shell's admittedly speculative introduction to The Glass of the
Sinful Soul explores Elizabeth's psychology in relation to Christian
theology and English nationhood. Shakespeareans familiar with
Shell's 1988 The End of Kinship will recognize the Freudian and
anthropological theories he applies here. Interpreting the text in
light of "universal siblinghood, " his term for the doctrine in which
all humans are brothers and sisters in Christ-and therefore, he
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maintains, all sexual intercourse incestuous-Shell proposes that
the sinful soul, bound by what Elizabeth translates as "concupiscence," is enslaved by desire for incest. T h e Glass of the Sinful Soul
in that context reveals physical incest transcended by a spiritual incest in which God is father, brother, son, and husband. In developing his case, Shell draws on a wide range of medieval and Renaissance sources, but he is sometimes surprisingly literal in his
treatment of theological metaphor and so convinced of his thesis
that he too often assumes or asserts what he should argue. The discussion, moreover, is disjointed in style and difficult to read.
Extending his interpretation, Shell contends that T h e Glass of the
Sinful Soul presages the political structure Elizabeth would bring to
England, a politically incestuous "national siblinghood" in which
she would be simultaneously mother and wife of her people, moving them from a patriarchal model toward a more egalitarian family
unit-a free nation. I remain unconvinced that this translation, one
of several Elizabeth presented to family members in the mid-I 54os,
was crucial to Elizabeth's psychological development or the history
of English government; nonetheless, Shell's broader analogies between Elizabeth's and England's Christianity and politics do raise
provocative questions. In Elizabeth's Glass, then, Shell offers a
controversial interpretation and the text that will enable scholars to
respond.
MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Sara Jayne Steen

Susan Frye. Elizabeth I: T h e Competition for Representation. New
York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993. x
228 pp.
$35.
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Susan Frye's perceptive examination of the various representations of Elizabeth I clearly benefits from Louis Adrian Montrose's
and Leah S. Marcus's earlier examinations of the ways in which the
Queen managed her self-representation to augment her political
power. This book considers "three-representational crises spaced
at fifteen-year intervals during a forty-five year reign" as examples
of the sustained way in which Elizabeth "used her culture's assumptions about gender to create herself' (4). Yet Frye successfully argues that the various images created, while they solidly positioned

